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The Bard with a desi twist
THEATRE With their
colour, gaiety and
Bollywood touches, the
three plays presented
by Prakriti Foundation
as part of its Hamara
Shakespeare festival
had a distinctly Indian
connect
VISUALLY ARRESTING From The Winter's Tale, King Lear and Twelfth Night PHOTOS: M. KARUNAKARAN
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rom the time Prakriti Foundation presented its ﬁrst
Hamara Shakespeare theatre
festival, it has succeeded in
bringing an interesting range of
work to audiences in Chennai.
This year the fare was outstanding, each troupe was true to the
form in which it presented the
play.
The Winter’s Tale
It is a tale of jealousy, guilt, romance and redemption. The blind
suspicion of a king weaves a labyrinth, leading characters into the
dark corridors of death and suffering. Till youth brings with it
light and cheer, love and
reconciliation.
The Winter’s Tale is a play that
is not staged often. Tadpole and
Wide Aisle, two of Delhi’s theatre
troupes, presented it for this festival. And what a tale they made of
it! The young cast worked in perfect unison and succeeded in pulling off a work ﬁlled with vitality.
The acting, the setting and the inspired direction brought all the
elements together into a cohesive

whole. This was a promenade performance. The audience moved
with the actors — from the conﬁnes of the auditorium to the softly lit canopy of the great banyan
tree and then to the lyrical surroundings of the lily pond, in the
satin folds of the night.
English and Hindi, speech and
song, the tragic and the comic,
came seamlessly together in the
narrative. The young directors
Neel Chaudhuri and Anirudh Nair
skilfully stitched action and dialogue in their bilingual, visually
arresting production. The shearing festival brings colour, gaiety,
acrobatics, clowning and Bollywood type songs, a wonderful medley that makes Shakespeare
Bilkul Hamara. The grown-up
princess is wooed by her prince,
while the pedlar-cheat-trickster
makes his way into our hearts.
The pond offers the ﬁnal moments when the penitent king is
reunited with his daughter and
son-in-law (who is the son of his
wronged friend). And the “statue”
comes to life in a magical climax.

The costumes, the lights and
the music all effectively contributed to the play’s success .The
delivery of the lines in English
was good. But some of the actors
needed more voice training for
they could not throw their voices
well, essential in a Shakespearean
play.
And why art thou so poorly lit
up, Kalakshetra? It was a wonder
no member of the audience
tripped or fell in the inky darkness
as he or she stumbled around.
King Lear
Badshah Pather in Kashmiri
was based on King Lear. Directed
with sensitivity by M. K. Raina, it
was presented in the folk theatre
style — bhand pather — which this
well-known theatre personality
has helped revive in the State.
The story of the king driven out
of his mind by the cruelties perpetrated by his children has universal application. Shakespeare’s
epic tale of kingly arrogance, blind
judgment and a royal fall, with the
cruelty unleashed by Nature in
tune with the cruelty of man, lent

itself eloquently to this folk theatre style thanks to the director’s
sensitive approach and the performers’ emotional involvement.
The tragedy of two fathers — Lear
and Gloucester — was played out
in epic proportions with the song
and dance of the folk performers
coming in at the right moments.
The music of the swarni, the
pipe typical of this form, eloquently underlined the mood as
did the taals of the dhol. The songs
were classical Suﬁ songs, according to the director’s note, from the
12th to the 15th century. Though
bhand pather is traditionally performed in the open air, the play
metamorphosed well on the proscenium stage thanks to the ﬁne
direction and the costumes, designed by the National School of
Drama students which gave the
production a formal feel. This is
essentially a satirical form of theatre, the director pointed out, but
as the language was faintly comprehensible only wherever it had
shades of Hindi, one was not able
to gather much of this. The jesters

endemic to the form made the
play a suitable vehicle for bhand
pather; the jesters here outdid
themselves.
The lead actor made a ﬁne Lear.
When his whip, the symbol of authority and oppression, is
snatched away from his hands, his
disbelieving gaze conveyed all
there was about loss of power.
A unique touch here was that
the daughters of Lear were replaced by sons as the actors said
daughters in Kashmir would never disown their fathers! The play
deals with the partition of land
which the director explained
could be related to by the actors as
it expressed their apprehensions.
The storm scene was evocative.
Those conversant with the dialogues in Shakespeare’s text
would have appreciated the play
more than the others. If only one
had the facility of translated subtitles as it happens in leading theatre festivals of the world when
multilingual productions are presented! That would be fair to both
performers and viewers.

Twelfth Night
“If music be the food of love,
play on...”
And so they played on in Piya
Behrupiya, the Hindi version of
Twelfth Night directed by Atul
Kumar.
Translated into easy colloquial
Hindi by Amitosh Nagpal, this was
a riotous comedy that provided a
grand ﬁnale to the festival. The
actors threw themselves with incredible zest into their roles and
took the audience along on an
evening of glorious fun and entertainment, Mistaken identities,
unreciprocated love, love sick
dukes and drunken revels — all
the elements of the play were intact but touched with the alchemy
of a different language and culture
with songs, dances and tomfoolery to liven it up. The play lived in
every scene and Shakespeare never seemed so Indian and culturally relevant as here, though again
those who did not know Hindi
would be at a disadvantage. The
comedy and farce often tipped into the burlesque and there was

little of the serious. This was a
play that had decided to provide
the maximum fun, not all of it
perhaps in keeping with the tone
of the original but the audience
went along since it was such a
merry ride. These were superbly
talented actors whose expressions
seem to change like quicksilver
and they all sang incredibly well —
either solo or in chorus. The
amazingly gifted woman actor
who played Viola in male disguise
put in a stunning performance.
The artistes who played Duke Orsino, Olivia, Sebastian, Sir Toby,
Sir Andrew, Maria, Malvolio and
Feste were all near perfect. The
actors had perfect synergy and the
director was in total command.
The costumes were colourfully
Indian and the musicians played
with gusto in this evening of sheer
entertainment where comedy
ruled. An excellent example of a
play in this genre, the production
was commissioned for the London Olympics by the Globe
Theatre.
KAUSALYA SANTHANAM
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The toymaker and his dream
MEET Science-innovator Arvind Gupta who has made Science exciting to millions of
children across the world through his ‘toys from trash’

Continued from page 1
But it’s not just family that
reminds her of the city. “The yellow vishu ﬂowers have had the
biggest impact on me actually.
Every time I land in Chennai,
that’s the ﬁrst image of the city
that comes to mind. And of
course, the mallipoo overtakes
everything. Filter coffee too.
And sundal on the beach with
kilimooku manga. And the kadala, I call them soggies.”
Usha’s taste in music was inﬂuenced by the radio and the
music that her family listened to
when she was a child. “Video can
never kill radio, I think radio will
always reign,” she says categorically. “My inﬂuences at home
were huge. My uncle listened to
Mozart, Beethoven, M. Balamuralikrishna and M.S. Subbulakshmi. I would listen to The
Beatles, Frank Sinatra, Elvis
Presley and so on. So I was inﬂuenced by jazz and all these other
genres. It made me the musician
I am today. That apart, I don’t
think you rank yourself by being
a good or bad singer but by being
an original one.”
When she began her career, in
the late 1960s and early 1970s,
Usha often performed in a night
club in Madras called Nine
Gems, where she sang popular
English covers of that time. “It
was here, in a Madras night club,
that I learnt how important
learning the local language is,”
says Usha. During one of her
performances, she suddenly
broke into ‘Bambara Kannale’
and says that the crowd went
wild. “The audience loved it.
There’s something about singing
in the local language people connect immediately. While this
particular session was coincidental, I consciously began to
build my repertoire after this.”
She owes her ﬂuency and the
ability to pick up languages to
her schooling. “There we had
English as our ﬁrst language,
Hindi, Marathi and French as
second, third and fourth languages. But I think Indians are
blessed because we’re born in a
country with so many languages.
Instead of shying away, we must
celebrate them.”
She became popular with
songs such as ‘Vegam Vegam Pogum Pogum’ (Anjali), ‘Doston se
pyar kiya’ (Shaan), ‘Ramba Ho
Ho Ho’ (Armaan), ‘Koi Yahan
Aha Nache Nache’ (Disco Dancer) and more recently ‘Darling’
(7 Khoon Maaf). “Tamil is perhaps the most easy language to
set to tune, because you can cut
the words and it won’t mean
something completely different,” she explains. “Bengali is, of
course, beautiful. Gujarati is
easy to pick up and that is the
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reason it has spread far beyond our shores. I think my
love for people made me learn
all these languages, really.”
Usha has also sung in Kannada, Telugu, Marathi, Assamese,
Bhojpuri, Oriya and Khasi. “I
write the lyrics in English,
usually or sometimes in Hindi.
I work very hard on my songs
and I always maintain that
music is not my business but
communication is. I only think
about how better I can communicate the song. If I have to
sing a song in another language, you’ll usually ﬁnd that
I’d have written down the
lyrics at least three or four
times because I think the more
you write, the better you
communicate,” she adds.
Her 40-year career has not

‘

Music is beyond
caste, creed,
colour, race, age
and gender. Why
let something as
trivial as
language stop you
from reaching out
to all those
people?

just led to her receiving a
Padma Shri but handling language workshops across the
world and inspiring many
young musicians to take up
singing in languages other than
their mother tongue. “Music is
beyond caste, creed, colour,
race, age and gender. Why let
something as trivial as language stop you from reaching
out to all those people? The
workshops are about training a
non-Tamil or non-Bengali
speaker to sing in that language,” she says.
Having judged a number of
reality shows, Usha is happy
about the amount of talent
that the country possesses
now. “It’s phenomenal. All
these performers are trained
and so clued in. I tell all these
young performers that they
must sing in other languages
so that they can grow. I’m so
glad that many of them have
listened to me.”
Usha confesses to being a
fan of Ilaiyaraaja. “I think he
is still the king. There is
absolutely no reason for him
to be compared to anyone else.
You know, there are some
songs that you can listen to
and just cry? His music does
that to me. I have a big
collection of his compositions,”
she says.
Usha was in the city recently to sing in an upcoming
Tamil ﬁlm. “I’m always listening to something or the other,”
says Usha, “We have two holes
on the sides of our face and if
you want to listen well, the
only way to do it is to listen
with your heart.”

s you read this, a khadi kurta-clad 60-year-old could be
building a toy with the unlikeliest of materials in his
400 sq ft office room in Pune.
Soon, it would ﬁnd its way inside a
classroom in a remote corner of
the world — it would teach Science the way no textbook can. Arvind Gupta, the man who showed
that a cycle tube can be used to
teach how pumps work, who used
straws to teach centrifugal force,
and taught geometrical structures
using nothing but a rubber tube
and a few matchsticks… is silently
carrying out a revolution in education through his ‘toys from
trash’. He has shown that Science
can be made exciting using almost
any object under the sun.
For Arvind, the journey began
in the early 70s when he joined
IIT Kanpur for a Bachelor’s degree in Electrical Engineering. He
volunteered to teach less-privileged kids in the ‘Opportunity
School’ set up by some “enlightened faculty” members inside the
college campus. For two years, he
and some of his friends “bunked a
day a week” to teach there. Arvind
describes this as his “ﬁrst adventures into education.”
His life-changing adventure,
however, happened after he met
educationist
Anil
Sadgopal.
Through Kishore Bharati, an
Arvind has been to over 1,500
schools, and impacted the lives of
millions of children across the
world through his experiments. He
has uploaded over 4000 videos on
his website http://arvindguptatoys.com/; they are available in 18
languages, including Tamil, Bangla,
Odiya, Latin American, and Chinese. The best thing is that, everything is free. Anybody can
download, dub, and use them to
teach children in their locality. All
this so that “the poorest kids can
learn Science”.

NGO, Dr. Sadgopal developed the
Hoshangabad Science Teaching
Programme to teach Science to
village children who lacked exposure to well-equipped labs. Batteries, bulbs, wires… programmes
were developed around products
from everyday life.
Arvind, who then worked for
Telco, took a break from his job of
making trucks to join Kishore
Bharati. He was at a weekly bazaar
in the village of Palia Piparia in
Madhya Pradesh when an idea
struck him. He shopped for locally-available objects and made
simple but effective ‘Science toys’.
For the twenty-something Arvind, this was “much better than
making trucks”. He has been on
his feet ever since, taking these
toys to government, tribal, rural,
and urban schools in every nook

and corner of the country.
Arvind’s child-like curiosity
can perhaps be attributed to his
mother. As a little boy, he was a
“tinkerer” who loved to take apart
and put together objects. “I had
the kindest mother who let me
be,” he says. His best friend was
his “battered-up trunk” with
screw-drivers and other equipment — when he was barely eight,
Arvind opened up their ceiling fan
for repairs since they couldn’t afford an electrician.
Such “long hours of play” are a
luxury for a lot of kids these days.
Arvind feels that they are controlled by a “string of degrees in
various ways” at a young age and
are tortured by an education system that awards marks based on
their ability to memorise. “Children must reject this,” feels Ar-

vind. “We need some disobedient
children too,” he laughs. “Those
who challenge authority to learn
and do things at their own speed.”
Arvind translates with passion
books from English to Hindi. For,
as a person from Uttar Pradesh,
he is “deeply aware of poverty of
material in Hindi.” He has so far
done 155 translations and has uploaded them on his website. He
has written 23 books so far, most
of which are available for free
download on his website. They
are uploaded even before they go
for print! Arvind believes in sharing. “Life is short. We must make
it beautiful. We aren’t going to
take anything when we go, are
we?”
It has been ten years since Arvind was invited to work at the
Inter-University Center for Astronomy & Astrophysics in Pune
by astrophysicist Jayant Narlikar.
His team of four works here to
“imbue the love for Science in
children.” A good toy, according
to Arvind, is that which is designed such that a child can “rip
apart and see what is inside the
tummy and put it back together.”
For, children are ever curious.
The best thing about working
with children? “There’s a gleam in
their eyes when they see a small
motor work; there’s a smile in
their faces. They are absolutely
enthralled.” It’s “hunger in their
eyes” that has been driving him
for the past 30 years. Children
should nurse the dream of doing
something original. “If they don’t
achieve it, so be it. They’ve dreamt
it.”
AKILA KANNADASAN

STEP-BY-STEP (Clockwise) Learn to
make a simple straw centrifuge;
(above) Arvind Gupta
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